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Velocity increase in the uppermost oceanic crust
of subducting Philippine Sea plate beneath the
Kanto region due to dehydration inferred from
high-frequency trapped P waves
Shunsuke Takemura1*, Kazuo Yoshimoto1 and Takashi Tonegawa2
Abstract

To investigate the detailed structural properties of the oceanic crust of subducting oceanic plate, we analyzed
high-frequency (1 to 16 Hz) trapped P waves during earthquakes that occurred near the oceanic crust of the
Philippine Sea plate. The distinct trapped P waves observed by the dense seismic network of the Kanto-Tokai region,
Japan, did not show any apparent peak delay and frequency-dependent dispersion. These observations suggested that
the oceanic crust around the source depths was characterized by a homogeneous velocity structure, rather than an
inhomogeneous multiple-layered structure. This interpretation was examined by finite difference method simulations
of seismic wave propagation using possible velocity structure models. The simulations demonstrated that a uniform
velocity oceanic crust of the subducting Philippine Sea plate, which may result from the velocity increase in this layer
at 30 to 40 km depth due to metamorphic-dehydration reactions, effectively trapped seismic energy as a short-distance
waveguide and developed distinct pulse-like trapped P waves.
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Background
Many geophysical phenomena in subduction zones, such
as the generation of arc volcanism and the occurrence of
intraslab earthquakes, are considered to be related to fluid
transportation into the mantle by subducting oceanic
plates (e.g., Tatsumi 1989; Kirby et al. 1996; Magee and
Zoback 1993). Previous studies suggested that the hy-
drated oceanic crust, which is the uppermost part of a
subducting plate, plays an important role in fluid transpor-
tation into the mantle (e.g., Iwamori and Zhao 2000;
Kawakatsu and Watada 2007). Since hydrous minerals in
this layer become unstable with the increasing tempera-
ture and pressure due to the subduction, dehydration
reactions in the oceanic crust are expected to occur accom-
panied by the release of fluids to the surrounding struc-
tures, resulting in the transformation to an anhydrous
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eclogitic oceanic crust (e.g., Hacker et al. 2003; Kawakatsu
and Watada 2007; Tsuji et al. 2008).
Since hydrous minerals have a lower seismic velocity

than anhydrous ones, a subducting oceanic crust at
depths where hydrous minerals are stable is character-
ized by a low-velocity layer compared to the surrounding
structures, such as the mantle wedge and the oceanic
mantle (e.g., Matsubara et al. 2005; Kawakatsu and
Watada 2007; Nakajima et al. 2009). The seismic waves
are effectively trapped in this low-velocity layer, and con-
sequently, the trapped seismic energy is often identified
as distinct later arrivals during intraslab earthquakes in
the subduction zone (e.g., Fukao et al. 1983; Hori et al.
1985; Hori 1990; Abers et al. 2003; Martin and Rietbrock
2006; Miyoshi et al. 2012; Shiina et al. 2014). Trapped P
and S waves appear several seconds after the arrival of
the relatively weak direct body waves. Previous studies
reported that trapped P and S waves are only well ob-
served for a particular geometry between source and re-
ceivers for earthquakes occurring in the oceanic crust
and that their maximum amplitudes are 5 to 10 times
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larger than those of the first arrivals (e.g., Fukao et al.
1983; Miyoshi et al. 2012). Furthermore, their apparent
velocities are approximately 7 and 4 km/s, respectively,
corresponding well with the P- and S-wave velocities in
the oceanic crust. Thus, trapped seismic waves are con-
sidered as guided waves propagating along the low-
velocity oceanic crust. This indicates that the study of
trapped seismic waves potentially allows us to investigate
the seismological structure relevant to a subducting
oceanic crust. Using observations of travel times and dis-
persion features of trapped waves, previous studies have
revealed properties of the oceanic crust, such as its
geometry, thickness, seismicity, and depth of eclogitiza-
tion (e.g., Fukao et al. 1983; Hori 1990; Abers et al. 2003;
Miyoshi et al. 2012). However, the detailed features of
trapped waves and heterogeneous structure in the
oceanic crust still remain uncertain, especially for small-
scale velocity heterogeneities that strongly affect high-
frequency seismic wave propagation.
By analyzing the seismicity and the seismic later ar-

rivals in the Kanto-Tokai region, Japan (Figure 1a), Hori
(1990) pointed out that the low-velocity layer at the top
of the Philippine Sea plate could be detected down to a
depth of 60 km. In this study, we assume that this layer
is the subducting oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea
plate. Meanwhile, using travel-time tomography for P
and S waves in the Kanto region, Kamiya and Kobayashi
(2000) and Matsubara et al. (2005) detected the low-
velocity anomaly (LVA) of the mantle wedge at depths of
30 to 40 km and interpreted it as the dehydration of the
hydrated crust of the Philippine Sea plate. Although the
spatial resolution of travel-time tomography is insuffi-
cient to investigate the detailed velocity structure of the
thin oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate, their re-
sults implied that structural changes in this layer due to
dehydration are expected at these depths.
In this study, to investigate the velocity change of seis-

mic waves in the subducting crust, we analyzed trapped
P waves propagating along the oceanic crust of the
Philippine Sea plate beneath the Kanto-Tokai region and
conducted finite difference method (FDM) simulations
of seismic wave propagation using realistic velocity
structure models. A large number of data derived from
the dense seismic network Hi-net (Okada et al. 2004)
enabled more detailed analyses of the features of high-
frequency trapped P waves and of the heterogeneous
structure in the crust. Using FDM simulations, we were
able to examine not only the travel times but also the
amplitude and envelope shape of the filtered trapped P
waves for frequencies up to 16 Hz. This allows the inves-
tigation of the internal velocity structure of the oceanic
crust and of how trapped P waves develop in this layer.
Based on the comparison between the observed and
simulated seismograms, we demonstrate that the P-wave
velocity in the uppermost oceanic crust of the Philippine
Sea plate increases up to approximately 7 km/s at depths
of 40 to 50 km in the Kanto region. We also show how
the trapped P waves are affected by small-scale velocity
heterogeneities in the crust and mantle.

Methods
Data and analysis method for the observed seismograms
The trapped seismic waves are only well observed for a
particular geometry between sources and receivers in
the case of earthquakes that occurred in the oceanic
crust of oceanic plate (e.g., Fukao et al. 1983; Hori et al.
1985; Miyoshi et al. 2012). In the Kanto-Tokai region,
Hori (1990, 2006) reported that seismograms of local
earthquakes, occurring at depths of 50 to 60 km in the
oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate beneath the
Kanto region, were characterized by prominent trapped
P and S waves. These phases, clearly observed southwest
of the seismic sources (shaded area in Figure 1a) which
is perpendicular to the direction of subduction, were
interpreted as trapped P and S waves propagating along
the low-velocity oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate.
Figure 1b shows the vertical velocity seismograms re-
corded at the Hi-net stations (Figure 1a), located south-
west from the source, during event 5 (black focal sphere
in Figure 1a). Distinct later arrivals, several seconds after
the weak P arrivals, were clearly observed at distances of
90 to 150 km (Figure 1b). The apparent velocity of this
phase was approximately 7 km/s, roughly corresponding
to the P-wave velocity in the lower oceanic crust. Similar
distinct later arrivals were observed during other events
(e.g., events 6 and 7) of similar epicenter locations but
different source depths (Figure 1c,d). The observed dis-
tinct later phases were interpreted as trapped P waves
propagating along the oceanic crust of the Philippine
Sea plate. To obtain better insights into the structure of
the subducting oceanic crust, we analyzed the detailed
features of the trapped P waves during these events. The
trapped seismic waves were not clearly observed in other
areas because the stations were located in the back-arc
side or the Kanto Basin. To reveal the propagation fea-
tures of the trapped P waves and detailed seismic vel-
ocity structure inside this layer, we further analyzed the
velocity seismograms recorded at the Hi-net stations.
Hi-net is a high-sensitivity seismogram network oper-
ated by the National Research Institute for Earth Science
and Disaster Prevention, Japan (Okada et al. 2004). Each
Hi-net station consists of three-component velocity-type
seismometers with a natural frequency of 1 Hz installed
in a borehole. Each velocity seismogram was corrected
for the frequency response of the Hi-net borehole sen-
sors (Maeda et al. 2011). Based on the observations by
Hori (1990, 2006), we selected seven earthquakes occur-
ring at depths of 50 to 60 km near the oceanic crust of
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Figure 1 Map of the Kanto-Tokai region and vertical velocity seismograms. (a) Distribution of the Hi-net (Okada et al. 2004). (b) Vertical
velocity seismograms recorded at the Hi-net stations (black filled squares) during event 5 (black focal sphere). (c, d) Vertical velocity seismograms
during two other events. The isodepth lines of the upper surface of the Philippine Sea plate (Hirose et al. 2008a) are shown for 10 km intervals in
(a). Arrow in (a) shows the direction of the Philippine Sea plate motion (Seno et al. 1993). The trapped signals are clearly observed in the region
inside shaded area (Hori 1990, 2006). Line A-A′ represents the area of the 2D simulation in the x direction and the region inside the dotted
rectangle in (a) is the area of the 3D simulation in the horizontal direction. The amplitude of each trace was normalized to its maximum amplitude.
The gray dashed and solid lines in each trace are the onsets of the P and trapped P waves, respectively.
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the Philippine Sea plate beneath the Kanto region
(Figure 1). The analyzed earthquakes are shown in
Table 1. The source parameters for each event were re-
ferred from the centroid moment tensor (CMT) solutions
of the F-net (Fukuyama et al. 1998; Okada et al. 2004).
To obtain better insights into the detailed velocity

structure of the oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate,
we applied a bandpass filter with passed frequencies of 1
to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8, and 8 to 16 Hz to the corrected velocity
waveforms of vertical component (Figures 2 and 3). To in-
vestigate the high-frequency seismic wave propagation in
the oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate, we analyzed
the filtered seismograms and their envelope shapes. The
amplitude of the filtered vertical seismograms was nor-
malized by its maximum amplitude for a 15-s time win-
dow, starting 5 s prior to the arrival time of the P wave.
The averaged root mean square (RMS) envelope of the
vertical component at each station was calculated by
stacking the 15-s envelopes of the normalized seismo-
grams observed for all earthquakes (Figure 4). The appli-
cation of the stacking procedure weakens the multi-path
effects and enhances the averaged path effects from source
to receiver.

FDM simulation of the seismic wave propagation
To model the observed features of the high-frequency
trapped P waves obtained from the waveform analysis,
we conducted two-dimensional (2D) FDM simulations
of the high-frequency seismic wave propagation along
profile A-A′ (Figure 1a), perpendicular to the direction
of subduction. We mainly conducted 2D FDM simula-
tions to examine the various possible structure models.
The 2D model covered an area of 327.68 × 102.40 km2,
in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
discretized by a small grid interval of 0.02 km. The
propagation of the seismic waves was calculated by solv-
ing the equation of motion in a 2D elastic medium based
on the staggered-grid FDM technique with fourth- and
second-order accuracies in space and time (e.g., Levander
1988; Graves 1996). To effectively conduct the relatively
large-scale 2D simulation, we used a parallel FDM simula-
tion code based on a domain partitioning procedure using
Table 1 Characteristics of the earthquakes used in the analys

Number Origin time (local time) Longitude

1 4 April 2008 19:01 139.828

2 2 April 2011 16:55 139.962

3 26 April 2011 21:12 139.976

4 11 February 2012 10:26 139.789

5 18 May 2012 17:18 139.841

6 16 July 2012 04:31 139.817

7 1 February 2013 01:04 139.893
large number processors through the message passing
interface (MPI) (e.g., Furumura and Chen 2004). We ap-
plied suitable boundary conditions for the solid-to-air
interface at the free surface in the FDM simulation, as de-
veloped by Okamoto and Takenaka (2005).
The background velocity structure was constructed

using the Japan Integrated Velocity Structure Model
(JIVSM) proposed by Koketsu et al. (2008), which is one
of the latest and most widely used structure models in
Japan. This structure model includes a two-layered low-
velocity crustal structure at the top of the Philippine Sea
plate: two layers, hereafter referred to as ‘upper oceanic
crust’ and ‘lower oceanic crust,’ have almost constant
thicknesses of approximately 3 and 4 km, respectively.
The 3-km thickness of the uppermost layer (VP = 4.8 to
5.2 km/s) is consistent with estimations by seismic re-
flection surveying near the Sagami Trough (Kimura
et al. 2009). The almost constant 7-km thickness of the
oceanic crust may be supported by receiver function
analysis and seismic activities (Hori 2006; Kimura et al.
2006; Kato et al. 2010). The thickness of the oceanic
mantle of the Philippine Sea plate was assumed to be ap-
proximately 50 km (e.g., Kumar and Kawakatsu 2011).
Hereafter, we call this heterogeneous velocity structure
model constructed here the ‘original JIVSM’ (Figure 5a).
The detailed parameters of the physical properties for
each layer are shown in Table 2.
Each parameter was obtained from Koketsu et al.

(2008). VP,VS and ρ are the P-wave and S-wave velocities
and density, respectively. QP and QS are the quality fac-
tors for P and S waves, respectively.
For the 2D FDM simulations, we used the CMT solu-

tion derived from the F-net of event 5 in Table 1, which
occurred at a depth of 59 km on 18 May 2012. The
source depth was slightly adjusted to set the source in
the oceanic crust for the assumed velocity structure
model, since for earthquakes occurring outside the this
layer, large-amplitude trapped seismic waves are not ob-
served (e.g., Fukao et al. 1983; Hori 1990; Miyoshi et al.
2012). The P and SV waves with a source time function
represented by a single-cycle Kupper wavelet (Mavroeidis
and Papageorgiou 2003) with a dominant frequency of
is

Latitude Depth (km) Mw

36.120 56.0 4.8

36.207 56.0 4.8

36.086 59.0 4.9

36.088 59.0 4.8

36.136 59.0 4.8

36.152 62.0 4.8

36.056 50.0 4.3
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Figure 2 Filtered velocity seismograms of the vertical component during event 5. The amplitude of each trace was normalized to its
maximum amplitude. The gray dashed and solid lines in each trace are the onsets of the P and trapped P waves, respectively.
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map are the same as in Figure 1a.
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approximately 6 Hz were radiated from the assumed
source.
Along profile A-A′ (Figure 1a), the LVA of the mantle

wedge was detected just above the oceanic crust of the
Philippine Sea plate at depths of 30 to 40 km by tomog-
raphy studies (e.g., Matsubara et al. 2005). Thus, we in-
troduced the LVA in the simulation model along profile
A-A′, where the seismic P- and S-wave velocities were
reduced by 10% compared with the original JIVSM. The
location of the LVA was referred from tomography re-
sults from Matsubara et al. (2008), corresponding to the
lower crust and mantle in the JIVSM. In addition, we
modified the original JIVSM by introducing the velocity
increase for P- and S-wave velocities in the upper
oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate at depths below
the LVA, to reproduce the observed pulse-like trapped P
waves. Two constructed models (A1 and A2) had
different strength of velocity increases in the lower
oceanic crust. We also introduced the small-scale vel-
ocity heterogeneities in the crust, mantle, and oceanic
plate to examine the effects of seismic scattering on the
trapped P waves. The parameters of small-scale velocity
heterogeneities were referred from the Table four of
Takemura and Yoshimoto (2014).
The 3D effects, especially the 3D geometry of the sub-

ducting oceanic crust, were not taken into account in
the 2D simulations. Thus, it is difficult to compare dir-
ectly 2D simulation results with the observations. To
confirm the effect of a 3D geometry of the subducting
plate on the propagation of the trapped P waves, we also
conducted 3D FDM simulations of seismic wave propa-
gation in 3D heterogeneous structure models and exam-
ined the limitations of our 2D simulations. Since it is
difficult to conduct highly accurate full 3D simulations
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for frequencies up to 16 Hz, our 3D simulation was lo-
calized in the region covering an area of 81.0 × 40.5 ×
45.0 km3 around seismic source (dotted rectangle in
Figure 1a) discretized by a uniform grid size of 0.03 km,
to focus on the propagation of the trapped P waves
along the oceanic crust. The 3D simulation provided P
wave seismograms for a virtual station in the lower crust
located where the trapped energy was released from the
oceanic crust. The effect of the 3D structure on the re-
leased trapped waves might be weak because of a rela-
tively simple structure of the crust.

Results and discussion
Waveform analysis of the observed high-frequency
trapped P waves
To understand how trapped P waves of different fre-
quency components propagate along the oceanic crust,
we first demonstrate their frequency dependency. As
shown in Figure 2, trapped P waves were clearly ob-
served for all frequency bands at epicentral distances of
90 to 150 km, whereas the long-duration and incoherent
coda waves were excited by seismic wave scattering in
the crust and mantle. This indicates that the trapped en-
ergy from P waves might not be strongly affected by the
scattering loss due to small-scale heterogeneities in the
crust.
Despite the differences in source mechanisms and hypo-

center locations, the trapped P waves were clearly ob-
served in the filtered vertical velocity seismograms
recorded at the N.NSHH station for all earthquakes used
in the analysis (Figure 3). In general, as the frequency in-
creases, the seismic wave scattering due to small-scale vel-
ocity heterogeneities along the propagation path becomes
more dominant and distorted seismograms characterized



Table 2 P- and S-wave velocities, densities, and anelastic
attenuation of the JIVSM

VP [km/s] VS [km/s] ρ [g/cm3] QP QS

Layer

Basement 5.5 3.2 2.65 680 400

Upper crust 5.8 3.4 2.70 680 400

Lower crust 6.4 3.8 2.80 680 400

Upper mantle 7.5 4.5 3.20 850 500

Philippine Sea plate

Upper oceanic crust 5.0 2.9 2.40 340 200

Lower oceanic crust 6.8 4.0 2.90 510 300

Oceanic mantle 8.0 4.7 3.20 850 500

Pacific Plate

Oceanic crust layer 2 5.4 2.8 2.6 340 200

Oceanic crust layer 3 6.5 3.5 2.8 510 300

Oceanic mantle 8.1 4.6 3.4 850 500
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by frequency-dependent pulse broadening and peak delay
are observed (Sato et al. 2012; Takahashi et al. 2007).
However, the pulse-like trapped P waves were observed
irrespective of the frequency, while the seismograms
became more complicated with increasing frequency.
Trapped P waves were observed for frequencies up to
16 Hz and those dominant features were not influenced
by slight changes in source location and fault mechanisms.
Figure 4 shows the stacked RMS envelopes of the ver-

tical component recorded at four Hi-net stations with
average epicentral distances of 100 to 150 km. The
trapped P waves were clearly observed at all stations,
showing pulse-like waveforms without significant
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Figure 6 Filtered seismograms of the vertical component derived fro
to 8 Hz. (d) 8 to 16 Hz. Each trace was multiplied by the root of the epicentra
the P wave in the 2D space. The gray solid and dashed lines indicate the arriv
dispersion and peak delay. The averaged amplitudes of
the trapped P waves were 5 to 7 times larger than those
of the first arrivals. These characteristics suggest that the
trapped P waves might be caused by a specific velocity
structure of the subducting oceanic crust, which effect-
ively traps high-frequency P-wave energy.

Simulations of the high-frequency trapped P waves
The observed characteristics of trapped P waves suggest
a hypothesis that the subducting oceanic crust might be
characterized by a specific velocity structure. Our hy-
pothesis was examined by 2D FDM simulations of seis-
mic wave propagation using realistic velocity structure
models. The simulation results of the original JIVSM
(Figure 5a) are shown in Figure 5b,c. High-frequency P
waves propagated along the heterogeneous structure,
repeating reflections and refractions at each velocity
boundary (Figure 5b). The trapped P waves (marked TP
in Figure 5b) efficiently propagated along the low-
velocity oceanic crust and then the trapped energy was
released into the crust at depths of 30 to 35 km, where
the impedance contrast between the top of the oceanic
crust and the above media became smaller. This zone of
energy release into the crust was located at more than
50 km from the source. Consequently, trapped P waves
were clearly observed at epicentral distances of 90 to
150 km as shown in the snapshots (Figure 5b). The
short-distance (<60 km) waveguide in the oceanic crust
caused the large-amplitude trapped P waves after the
weak direct P waves as seen in the simulated seismograms
(Figure 5c). However, especially for higher frequencies (4
to 8 and 8 to 16 Hz), distinct trapped signals were not
clearly observed and the peak arrivals were strongly
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delayed, showing spindle-shaped seismograms. These dis-
crepancies between observation and simulation were
found not only for the N.NSHH station but also for dis-
tances of 90 to 150 km (Figure 6). Since the P-wave energy
for frequencies of 4 to 8 and 8 to 16 Hz with shorter wave-
lengths (0.42 to 1.7 km, assuming VP = 6.8 km/s) was
trapped in the upper oceanic crust (3-km thickness) rather
than in the lower oceanic crust or both, the simulated
trapped P waves were delayed and broadened, and failed
to explain the observed pulse-like trapped P wave.
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trapped P waves. In contrast, in the case of model A2
(left part in Figure 8b), which assumed the same P-wave
velocity for the upper and lower oceanic crusts around
the source depths, distinct pulse-like trapped P waves
were significantly developed for all frequency bands. A
uniform velocity oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate
(Figure 7c) behaved as an effective short-distance wave-
guide and reproduced the distinct pulse-like trapped P
waves. We also showed the simulated waveforms derived
from 3D FDM simulations (right part in Figure 8a,b) to
confirm 3D effects on the propagation of trapped P
waves. These waveforms were observed at a virtual sta-
tion in the lower crust (black circle in Figure 7b,c). The
comparison between the 2D and 3D simulations showed
no significant difference for the very early part of the P
waves (Figure 8a,b), thereby validating our interpretation
based on 2D simulations.
Figure 9 shows the simulated seismograms of vertical

component from epicenter to far stations. The travel
times of the direct and trapped P waves were slightly dif-
ferent from the observations, as our simulations were
conducted in a 2D space and the effect of full 3D hetero-
geneities between source and receiver were not taken
into account. The filtered seismograms of the vertical
component derived from the 2D simulation (model A2)
showed the propagation of the distinct pulse-like trapped
P waves at longer distances (Figure 9a). We also con-
firmed that the LVA did not affect the propagation fea-
tures of the trapped P waves (Figure 9b). However, the
travel times of trapped P waves at a distance of 90 to
120 km were slightly different from the original model A2
(Figure 9a). The LVA changed the release point of the
trapped energy into the crust.
In previous simulations, we did not consider the effects

of seismic wave scattering due to small-scale velocity het-
erogeneities, which have the potential to decrease the
amplitude and delay the peak arrivals of high-frequency
signals. However, when small-scale velocity heterogene-
ities of the crust and upper mantle were introduced in
model A2, the distinct trapped P waves remained the same
as in the observations. Figure 10a shows the averaged
RMS envelopes of the vertical component derived from
the 2D simulation results using model A2 with ten runs of
stochastic random velocity heterogeneities. By introducing
small-scale velocity heterogeneities, long-duration coda
waves were excited after the peak arrival of the trapped P
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waves compared with model A2 without small-scale vel-
ocity heterogeneities (Figures 8b and 9). However, no sig-
nificant dispersion or peak delay of the trapped P waves
was observed as in the observed envelopes (Figure 10b).
The trapping of P wave energy in the oceanic crust was suf-
ficiently strong to preserve its amplitude at longer distances
in a medium with small-scale velocity heterogeneities.

Dehydration reactions in the uppermost oceanic crust of
the Philippine Sea plate
According to the 2D and 3D simulations, the distinct
pulse-like trapped P waves were caused by the short-
distance waveguide due to a uniform velocity structure
of the oceanic crust the Philippine Sea plate at depths
below 40 km. We may suggest that the dehydration of
upper oceanic crust at depths of 30 to 40 km contributes
to the formation of this uniform velocity structure. Seis-
mic velocities and thickness of the uniform oceanic crust
around source region well correspond to those estimated
by tomography and seismic activities studies (Hori 2006;
Kimura et al. 2006; Hirose et al. 2008a, b). In Tokai and
southwestern Japan, using travel-time tomography,
Hirose et al. (2008b) and Kato et al. (2010, 2014) de-
tected similar velocity changes in the oceanic crust of
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the Philippine Sea plate at depths beneath 40 km related
with the overlying serpentinized fore-arc wedge mantle.
Bostock et al. (2002) analyzed scattered teleseismic
waves and also reported velocity change at similar
depths beneath the Cascadia. Their works could not re-
solve the detailed velocity changes of the upper oceanic
crust of oceanic plate but support our conclusions.
Based on thermodynamic forward modeling, Kuwatani

et al. (2011) have showed that dehydration proceeds near
the boundary between the greenschist and amphibolite
facies, where chlorite is reacted out (e.g., Apted and
Liou 1983), at depths of approximately 40 km, under
the pressure-temperature condition of the subducting
Philippine Sea plate beneath southwestern Japan. They
discussed that this metamorphic-dehydration reaction is
expected to generate about 2 wt% of water and am-
phibolite rocks with P-wave velocities of approximately
7 km/s. Our seismological findings derived from the
trapped P-wave analysis might be consistent with the re-
sults from these geochemical studies. However, the low-
velocity layer at the top of the Philippine Sea plate be-
neath the Kanto region was not strictly identified as ei-
ther oceanic or arc crusts. There are lateral structural
variations of the Philippine Sea plate around Izu-Bonin
arc that is located at south of the Kanto region (e.g.,
Kodaira et al. 2007). Ohmi and Hurukawa (1996) also
pointed out that the shallow crustal layer of the Philippine
Sea Plate might be the crust of the subducting Izu-Bonin
arc. This issue, including our interpretation of velocity in-
crease in the low-velocity layer, is still open question and
should be examined in the future.
In the southwestern Japan, the detailed structure of

the Philippine Sea plate has been revealed by extensive
seismic studies (e.g., Hirose et al. 2008a, b; Nakanishi
et al. 2008; Kato et al. 2010, 2014; Nishizawa et al. 2011).
Comparing characteristics of seismic wave propagation
between the southwestern Japan and Kanto area exam-
ined in this study could reveal more precise structure
and fluid distribution in the subducting oceanic crust of
the Philippine Sea plate.
Conclusions
We analyzed the high-frequency (1 to 16 Hz) trapped P
waves propagating along the oceanic crust of the Philippine
Sea plate beneath the Kanto-Tokai region, Japan. The
trapped P waves were clearly observed at epicentral dis-
tances up to 150 km during earthquakes occurring in the
oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate beneath the cen-
tral Kanto region, showing pulse-like waveforms without
significant dispersion and peak delay. These characteristics
suggest that the trapped P waves might be caused by a
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specific velocity structure of the subducting oceanic crust,
which effectively traps high-frequency P-wave energy.
Using FDM simulations, we confirmed that the pulse-

like trapped P waves were efficiently developed by trap-
ping of seismic energy in a uniform velocity oceanic
crust at the source depths. A uniform velocity oceanic
crust at depths of 40 to 50 km could be formed by the
velocity increase in the upper oceanic crust at 30 to
40 km depth due to metamorphic-dehydration reactions.
Our results and further relating studies may constrain
the detailed depth-dependent metamorphic-dehydration
reactions in the subducting oceanic crust of the world.
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